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YOUR CLASS :
Home Class CHIN6073 - Listening IV
Listening IV
Listening 4 is intermediate listening after students learn listening 3. In this lesson students learning about, how to understand
conversation in daily life and learning about Chinese custom. Besides students learn how to analyze the main idea of topic and give




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 Select the correct answer according to the topic
LO2 Identify main idea of topic then do true or false exercise
LO3 Write the answer of the case on the recording
LO4 Rewrite correct words according to the recording
Class discussion
Debates
Exercise and solve problem with students 
Self-Assessment 










 HEAD PREFECT  LIST VIEW  GRID VIEW
NO STUDENT ID NAME GPS GPA ASSIGNMENT ABSENCE POST FORUM
1 1901513606 ELIANA CLORINDA 0.00 2.35 0/0 0/6 2
2 2201730936 JUAN FELIX CHRISTOFFEL 0.00 3.30 0/0 0/6 10
3 2201733912 LINNA 0.00 3.94 0/0 0/6 11
4 2201734190 IKKE NAGAMI KHOSINA 0.00 3.85 0/0 0/6 10
5 2201734511 AMELIA LUCIANA 0.00 3.97 0/0 0/6 11
6 2201737223 CINDY 0.00 3.70 0/0 0/6 9
7 2201738503 VELICIA COLIN 0.00 3.94 0/0 0/6 9
8 2201743472 CATHERINE LAURENCIA 0.00 3.80 0/0 0/6 11
9 2201744494 AMELIA LORENSIA 0.00 2.49 0/0 0/6 6
10 2201747533 RYNO MERRINO 0.00 2.21 0/0 0/6 9
11 2201747722 SHARENIA 0.00 3.07 0/0 0/6 9
12 2201753284 FELICIA EVITA PIYONG 0.00 2.79 0/0 0/6 9
13 2201754431 KEVIN KRISTIANTO 0.00 2.85 0/0 0/6 9
14 2201758354 CHINTA NATHANIA VANIASI NICHOLAS 0.00 2.13 0/0 0/6 9
15 2201769755 EVA DJULIATI 0.00 2.26 0/0 0/6 4
16 2201773430 HENNY 0.00 2.73 0/0 0/6 10
17 2201780871 NOVIANA ANGELIA 0.00 2.80 0/0 0/6 8
18 2201793722 ERA PORESTA 0.00 3.54 0/0 0/6 9
19 2201825996 KAREN TANIA 0.00 3.87 0/0 0/6 9
20 2201836053 THALIA CHRISTIE KOSASIH 0.00 3.66 0/0 0/6 11
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1 1901513606 ELIANA CLORINDA 85 69 32 61 D
2 2201730936 JUAN FELIX CHRISTOFFEL 90 90 80 87 A-
3 2201733912 LINNA 90 97 98 96 A
4 2201734190 IKKE NAGAMI KHOSINA 93 91 70 85 A-
5 2201734511 AMELIA LUCIANA 90 100 100 97 A
6 2201737223 CINDY 90 89 75 85 A-
7 2201738503 VELICIA COLIN 90 94 93 93 A
8 2201743472 CATHERINE LAURENCIA 91 87 90 90 A
9 2201744494 AMELIA LORENSIA 90 94 60 81 B+
10 2201747533 RYNO MERRINO 85 65 60 70 B-
11 2201747722 SHARENIA 90 91 88 90 A
12 2201753284 FELICIA EVITA PIYONG 90 72 68 76 B
13 2201754431 KEVIN KRISTIANTO 90 69 68 75 B
14 2201758354 CHINTA NATHANIA VANIASI
NICHOLAS
85 71 45 67 C
15 2201769755 EVA DJULIATI 85 66 30 60 D
16 2201773430 HENNY 90 93 64 82 B+
17 2201780871 NOVIANA ANGELIA 92 96 67 85 A-
18 2201793722 ERA PORESTA 90 91 89 90 A
19 2201825996 KAREN TANIA 90 97 93 94 A
20 2201836053 THALIA CHRISTIE KOSASIH 85 86 84 85 A-
21 2201847391 FRANCISCUS XAVERIUS
LEONARD
90 99 98 96 A
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